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JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS:
TO: DIRECTOR
SAC, DALLAS

FROM: SAC, CLEVELAND (44-265)
JACK LEON RUBY, AKA SEMI LEE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA DASH
VICTIM DASH DECEASED, CIVIL RIGHTS.
RE BALTIMORE TEL TO BUREAU AND CLEVELAND, NOV. TWENTYSEVEN INSTANT.
RE INFO FURNISHED BY DALE DAWN, BALTIMORE.
CV FIVE ONE SIX DASH C DASH TE WAS CONTACTED ON NOV.
TWENTYFIVE LAST NEGATIVELY RE SUBJECT AND RECONTACTED BY SA JOHN J. BARRETT THIS DATE ON BASIS OF RE TEL. SOURCE, WHOSE IDENTITY MUST BE CONCEALED, IS OWNER OF BAR MENTIONED RE TEL. SOURCE STATED DOES NOT KNOW ONE RUBY PAREN LNU END PAREN FROM TEXAS. ADVISED HAS DISCUSSED SUBJECT'S KILLING OF OSWALD WITH SOURCES GIRL FRIEND, TAFFY TWIST, A FORMER STRIPPER WHO RESIDES AT THE COLONY HOTEL AND SOURCE KNOWS THAT TAFFY HAS NO INFO CONCERNING SUBJECT NOR RUBY PAREN LNU END PAREN REPORTEDLY FROM TEXAS.
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Approved: Special Agent in Charge
Sent 7:20 a.m. Per 16-0 2-65
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